developmental recombination intercaste morphology polyphenism queen queeneworker mosaic Evolutionary novelty can arise through the recombination of ancestral characters. In ants, colonies occasionally produce anomalous individuals that are mosaics of queen and worker characters. These intermediate individuals may be the first step in the evolution of new castes such as wingless queens and soldiers. While the morphological features of intercastes support this hypothesis, their rarity has meant their behaviour is unknown. In this study we carried out a behavioural study of 32 intercastes of Mystrium rogeri to assess whether they are a burden for their colonies, and whether their unusual morphologies are associated with consistent behavioural profiles and new functions. In addition, we measured dominance interactions within colonies, reproductive behaviours during dyadic encounters with males and aggressive interactions during dyadic encounters with heterospecific workers. We found that intercastes were active in colonies and that their behavioural profiles did not differ from those of virgin queens and workers. However, some intercastes were dominant, had developed ovaries and attracted males. One intercaste successfully mated and laid diploid eggs, demonstrating her reproductive potential. Moreover, we found that intercastes were as capable of fighting as workers because of their large size and could thus be useful for colony defence. Our results show that the production of intercastes in M. rogeri inflicts few costs but can yield benefits. Accordingly, certain ecological circumstances could select for increased frequency of intercaste production, ultimately resulting in the evolution of new reproductive and defensive castes.
Evolutionary novelty can arise through the recombination of ancestral characters. In ants, colonies occasionally produce anomalous individuals that are mosaics of queen and worker characters. These intermediate individuals may be the first step in the evolution of new castes such as wingless queens and soldiers. While the morphological features of intercastes support this hypothesis, their rarity has meant their behaviour is unknown. In this study we carried out a behavioural study of 32 intercastes of Mystrium rogeri to assess whether they are a burden for their colonies, and whether their unusual morphologies are associated with consistent behavioural profiles and new functions. In addition, we measured dominance interactions within colonies, reproductive behaviours during dyadic encounters with males and aggressive interactions during dyadic encounters with heterospecific workers. We found that intercastes were active in colonies and that their behavioural profiles did not differ from those of virgin queens and workers. However, some intercastes were dominant, had developed ovaries and attracted males. One intercaste successfully mated and laid diploid eggs, demonstrating her reproductive potential. Moreover, we found that intercastes were as capable of fighting as workers because of their large size and could thus be useful for colony defence. Our results show that the production of intercastes in M. rogeri inflicts few costs but can yield benefits. Accordingly, certain ecological circumstances could select for increased frequency of intercaste production, ultimately resulting in the evolution of new reproductive and defensive castes.
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Adaptation often involves strong association between specialized morphologies and stereotyped behaviours. There has been a long debate about whether behavioural changes predate or follow morphological changes during evolution and whether the former drive or are constrained by the latter. Some authors argue that certain new behaviours necessarily follow morphological evolution because they require the presence of underlying anatomical structures (Colbert, 1958; Romer, 1958) . Others suggest that behavioural adjustments inhibit selection for anatomical changes and thus constrain rather than drive evolution (Huey, Hertz, & Sinervo, 2003) . A more widespread opinion is that 'behaviour takes the lead' (West-Eberhard, 2003) . A theoretical explanation for behavioural changes followed by morphological changes is that behaviour is one of the most plastic components of phenotype and consequently one of the most susceptible to change in response to new environmental inputs. Behavioural changes will in turn alter selective pressures on other phenotypic components, including morphology (Wcislo, 1989; West-Eberhard, 2003) . A different approach is to consider that behavioural plasticity does not necessarily drive morphological changes, but rather facilitates them by relaxing selection on the morphological component of the phenotype. Indeed, following the development of a morphological novelty, behavioural plasticity allows for the adaptive adjustment, without genetic change, of other components of the phenotype, hence reducing the negative effects of changes. As a consequence, these phenotypic traits are susceptible to greater variation and hence provide a larger range of possibilities if exposed to new selective pressures (Nylin & Janz, 2009; Zuk, Bastiaans, Langkilde, & Swanger, 2014; see also 'phenotypic accommodation': WestEberhard, 2005b) .
Behavioural plasticity may play an important role in evolution, particularly in complex changes involving simultaneous behavioural, physiological and morphological adaptations (Huey et al., 2003; West-Eberhard, 2005a; Wimberger, 1994) . Here we suggest that behavioural plasticity may also play a role in the evolution of 
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